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An improved force distribution function (FDF) of linear switched reluctance motors (LSRMs) based on nonlinear inductance mod-
eling for force ripple minimization and smooth speed operation is proposed. Nonlinear inductance profile is divided into three segments
with a factor that depicts current effect on inductance of the LSRM. Speed controller based on the proposed FDF and the nonlinear
inductance model is constructed. Both simulation and experimental results verify the proposed FDF with the nonlinear inductance mod-
eling effectively reduce force ripples with uniform speed response.
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I. INTRODUCTION

L INEAR switched reluctance motors (LSRMs) have the
characteristics of excellent heat dispersion, mechanical

robustness and fault tolerance. With the development of power
electronics and advanced algorithms [1]–[3], there have been
widespread research interests in LSRMs. Compared to other
linear machines such as linear alternating-current synchronous
[4], linear permanent magnet [5], [6] and linear induction mo-
tors [7]–[9], LSRMs have not yet been widely applied due to
their inherently high force ripples especially in low speed. For
smooth speed operation of the LSRMs, total force impressed on
the moving platform should remain at reasonable values with
minimum fluctuations. One of the effective methods for force
ripple minimization is to obtain a reasonable force distribution
function (FDF) for the LSRM. Previous attempts focus on linear
or sinusoidal FDFs [10], and treat the inductance profiles lin-
early, neglecting saturation and current influence on inductance.
The FDF proposed in [2] is derived from the change rate of in-
ductance, limited to first or second order. The FDFs from in-
accurate inductance modeling require current and velocity con-
troller for compensation and the inaccuracy of inductancemodel
inevitably deteriorates the control performances [11].
In this paper, an improved FDF based on nonlinear in-

ductance modeling that considers both position and current
influence is proposed. The method to obtain the optimized
FDF for LSRMs is discussed. Sectional inductance modeling is
employed to characterize machine nonlinearity. The nonlinear
inductance profile is divided into three segments and a factor
that depicts current effect on inductance is introduced. The
speed controller based on the proposed FDF with multiphase
excitation scheme is constructed. Simulation is performed to
evaluate force characteristics and results verify the validity on
force ripple minimization. Experimental tests on speed control
under different FDF schemes are obtained and compared.
The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed FDF
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Fig. 1. Prototype and schematic of the LSRM.

effectively reduce force ripples and the speed response exhibits
fewer speed fluctuations.

II. MODELING OF THE LSRM

A. Structure of the LSRM

The LSRM is mainly composed of a moving platform and
stator base. Three-phase movers are mounted with windings of
the same dimensions and ratings and assembled on the moving
platform. The moving platform translates along with a pair of
linear guides and a linear encoder for real-time position infor-
mation detection is installed. The stator track and the mover
cores are laminated with silicon-steel plates. The moving plat-
form and stator base are manufactured from aluminum alloy to
ensure a low inertia and decoupled magnetic paths [1].
The prototype and electromagnetic structure are shown in

Fig. 1. Table I lists main specifications of the LSRM.

B. Mathematical Model of the LSRM

The electrical terminal for any one phase can be characterized
as the voltage balancing equation as follows:

(1)
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TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE LSRM

where , and represent phase resistance, terminal voltage
and current, respectively. is displacement and denotes
flux-linkage. From the mechanical side

(2)

where is electromagnetic force, and are load force,
mass of moving platform and friction coefficient, respectively.
Co-energy can be further represented as

(3)

It is clear that inductance is a function of both phase current
and displacement. If the LSRM is operating in linear region, we
have

(4)

Equation (4) indicates that change rate of inductance respective
to position and current are the key factors on force output and
variations.

C. Inductance Model

The nonlinear inductance model is constructed from the fol-
lowing steps.
1) Inductance dependent on position only is divided into
three segments from the fully un-aligned to fully aligned
position and each section is 2 mm.

2) Curve fitting for each section is based on the least square
method. The middle part of inductance profile (2–4 mm)
is represented by linear approximation and quadratic func-
tion is applied for section 0–2 mm and 4–6 mm, respec-
tively. Then can be expressed as

(5)

Fig. 2 shows the result of polynomial fitting for with

Fig. 2. Segmented inductance with curve fitting.

Fig. 3. K factor versus position in different current region.

Fig. 4. Inductance profile of the LSRM versus position and current.

and for the
LSRM.

3) A factor that reflects the influence of current excitation
is introduced. Since the machine operates in the range of
1 to 4 A, the inductance respective to both current and
position is represented as themultiplication of
and as depicted in the following expressions as:

(6)

where . Coefficient -
reflect inductance profiles dependent on current values and
can be obtained in Table II through FEM simulation with
numerical fitting. Waveform of as current value from
1 to 4 A is shown in Fig. 3 and the complete inductance
profile can be found in Fig. 4.

D. Proposed FDF

According the force generation equation denoted in (4), as-
suming that

(7)
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TABLE II
COEFFICIENTS’ VALUE OF

then phase current can be represented as

(8)

where is force reference of the th phase. The relationship
between total force reference and can be depicted as

(9)

where is the desired FDF. Extending the FDF to th order
discussed in [2], the FDF can be represented as

(10)

For current command between 1 to 2 A, the FDF waveform
of Phase 2 at 2–4 mm and current command as approaches
infinity can be found in Fig. 5. It is clear that the change rate
of FDF increases as gets bigger. Since current drivers cannot
track current command curves with large gradient accurately,
for smooth current profile with reasonable peak current values,
is selected as 3.5 for the FDF of the LSRM. The complete FDF
profile can be found in Fig. 5(c).

III. CONTROL STRATEGY

A. Current Control With FDF

The FDF block can be depicted as shown in Fig. 6. The
FDF block first determines which phase(s) should be excited
according to and . Then force command for each phase can
be derived according to the complete FDF expression. Next,
current reference for each phase can be calculated according
(8) and the derived inductance model. Last the actual current
output for each phase is generated from the current controller.

B. Speed Regulation of the LSRM

The speed control diagram can be found in Fig. 7. To pre-
vent the moving platform from hitting stator ends, a simple but
effective proportional-integral (PI) controller is employed for
position range limit. The velocity controller is designed based
on a proportional-integral-differential (PID) control algorithm.
Under the assumption that the bandwidth of current control loop
is ten times higher than that of the speed control loop, it can be
regarded that current controller has perfect tracking capability
and linearity [1].

Fig. 5. (a) FDF waveform of Phase 2 (b) current command waveform as p
varies from 1 to infinity and (c) complete FDF at 1–2 A.

Fig. 6. FDF and current control block.

Fig. 7. Speed control diagram.

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Simulation Results

Simulation for force output of the LSRM with the proposed
FDF and inductance model has been performed usingMATLAB/
SIMULINK software. The control parameters are tabulated in
Table III. Force ripple waveforms from the linear, sinusoidal
and the proposed FDF are drawn together in Fig. 8. It can be
concluded that peak force variations appear as two phases are
excited simultaneously and response from the proposed FDF
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Fig. 8. Simulation results of force response at speed reference of 100 mm/s.

TABLE III
CONTROL PARAMETERS

Fig. 9. Speed response under different FDFs.

with nonlinear modeling at speed reference of 100 mm/s has
the least force ripples.

B. Experimental Results

Experiment on speed control is carried out based on dSPACE
DS1104 controller card [1]. The whole experiment is conducted
in real-time and the sampling frequency for position and ve-
locity control loop is 1 kHz. The current controllers are commer-
cial amplifiers capable of inner current regulation based on PI
algorithm and fast enough to meet the requirements for position
control loop with 20 kHz switching frequency. Experimental
results of step speed response under linear, sinusoidal and the
proposed FDF are illustrated in Fig. 9. With speed reference of
100 mm/s, maximum speed value is 107 mm/s and minimum
value of 77 mm/s for sinusoidal and linear FDF, respectively.
The speed response from the proposed FDF with segmented in-
ductance model falls into (92.5, 100.6). It can be seen that exper-
iment verifies the effectiveness of the proposed FDF and non-
linear modeling for smooth speed operation.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, nonlinear inductance model is segmented and
current effect on inductance for LSRMs is discussed. By intro-

ducing the factor, nonlinear inductance model respective to
both current and position is constructed for the LSRM. The im-
proved FDF is derived for the LSRM. Speed control system is
established based on the proposed FDF and inductance model
with PID control method. Simulation for force output of the
LSRM under linear, sinusoidal, and the proposed FDF is pre-
sented and results verify the proposed FDF with segmented
inductance model has minimum force fluctuations. Speed re-
sponse from experimental results validates the effectiveness of
the proposed FDF and the inductance model for smooth speed
operation. It is expected that the proposed FDF and the non-
linear inductance profile contribute to accurate mathematical
modeling and high-precision speed regulation of LSRMs.
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